[How to describe activities in critical care. French Multicenter Study Group in Critical Care].
The types of intensive care are many and varied, and the aim of this study is to apply the same method to describing the activity of different ICU. 38 ICU were selected by cooptation rather than randomization, and the data collected concerned input (age, previous health status, simplified acute physiology score or SAPS, intensive care group, processes [TISS points]), percentage of ventilated patients, percentage of pulmonary arterial lines and outcome (ICU death rate). The three intensive care groups were A (medical, i.e. all nonsurgical patients), B (surgical, i.e. patients operated on during the week preceding or following ICU admission) and C (surgical scheduled or elective, admission scheduled at least 24 hours before). 3687 patients in the study were classified as follows: A 2175, B 885 and C 627. The first part of the results concerned the differences in intensive care groups. Inputs, processes and outcome were very different in the three groups, particularly in group C (elective) where the therapeutic level was higher for low SAPS and mortality lower for high SAPS. The second part of the results concerned the differences between intensive care units. In intermediate units the patients were older, less severely ill and mainly medical. Surgical patients had a better previous health status, were younger and were scheduled in 40% of cases. TISS points were higher, there was a higher rate of ventilated patients and patients with pulmonary artery lines on the first day. Results in specialized units depended mainly on the intensive care groups.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)